Could seafarers serve as medium of transmission of resistant bacteria?
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Antibiotic resistance remains a major threat to public health amid quest for alternative solutions to treat and curb the effects of resistant bacteria. Bacteria develop the ability to resist antibiotics by genetic mutation. This can be triggered by misuse and overuse of antibiotics in some cases. The ability to resist antibiotics can also be acquired by transfer of resistant genes between bacteria as well as between bacteria and bacteriophages. The resistant bacteria can in turn infect humans via transmission between humans or via zoonotic transmission. This article describes the possible role of seafarers in transmission of resistant bacteria to various locations.

The significant role seafarers play in ensuring safe and efficient transportation of cargos and vessel implies that they have to move from one location to another [1]. Seafaring labour is needed because of the demand for shipping services, which in turn is derived from the demand for the products being shipped [1]. Seafarers usually consume seafood, interact with sea water and occasionally come in contact with their colleagues that are aboard. More so, they interact with people in the aquaculture business space. From a survey, both seafarers and aboard personnel eat uncooked or raw food that is not sufficiently washed and are therefore prone to the risk of communicable diseases [2].

Researches have shown that significant amount of resistant bacteria is found in seas and oceans [3]. One of the contributing factors to this is the massive use of antibiotics in treating sea animals by those involved in aquaculture business [4, 5]. Moreover, this has become alarming because this triggers antibiotic resistance mutation in the pathogenic bacteria which can be evenly transmitted to water bodies. Consequently, the resistant bacteria in the water bodies can transfer the resistant genes acquired to other bacteria that can subsequently proceed to infect sea animals and seafarers.

Furthermore, seafarers as mediators of transmitting resistant bacteria can acquire them via the following ways: consuming raw or improperly cooked seafood housing resistant bacteria, direct contact with sea animals harbouring resistant bacteria, drinking water contaminated by resistant bacteria found in water bodies, contact with seafood handlers especially those in the aquaculture business, contact with aboard personnel. Seafarers harbouring the resistant bacteria then proceed to mediate their global transmission, starting from seaports and beyond, therefore resulting in difficult-to-treat or resistant infections.

Seafarers as a medium of transmission of resistance microbes poses a public health challenge with tackling antimicrobial resistance. There is evidence that the outcome of globalisation, human migration and urban trade contribute significantly to the spread of drug-resistant pathogens between countries [6, 7]. This calls for urgent epidemiological surveillance of resistant microbes between countries, increasing awareness of antimicrobial resistance among seafarers and promotion of antimicrobial stewardship across sections in order to curtail the possible effect of transmission of resistant microbes through seafarers.
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